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Certified Scrum Master with strong technical background in Agile methodologies including Scrum and Kanban practices
and principles. Background in mentoring and training capable teams to achieve project goals and meet deadlines in Agile
development environment. Offering excellent project management, multi-tasking and communication skills to coordinate
multiple, concurrent projects with competing demands. Makes sound decisions in high-pressure settings and utilize
analytical problem-solving skills to troubleshoot and resolve issues. Articulate communicator with strong customer
focused skills.

Servant Leadership
Agile Planning/Coaching
Scrum Methodology
Software Process Management
Resource Management
Backlog Management

Data-Driven Thinker
Skilled Communicator
Decision-Making
Relationship Building
Agile Best Practices
Training & Development

Reli Group | CATONSVILLE, MD
Scrum Master
08/2021 - Current

Led daily scrum stand-ups and Agile development sprint planning
meetings for multiple, concurrent projects.
Consistently worked to identify project risks, initiate risk mitigation and
implement risk reduction action plans.
Trained and mentored team members on best and most effective ways to
use Scrum processes to improve efficiency and reduce production times.
Assessed team metrics and worked to drive improvements and innovate
new approaches.
Delegated tasks to each team member, regularly assessing workloads to
complete tasks on time and within project parameters.

Corizon Healthcare | Hanover, MD
Senior Business Analyst/Project Manager
07/2019 - 07/2021

Prepares statistical analysis for positive COVID-19 results that is notified to
Maryland Department of Corrections, Maryland Department of Health,
and Maryland Governor's office
Manage team of 7 associates who create statistical trends and ensure data
accuracy of all reports being created.
Upon contract award, serves as the focal point for data-related efforts on
assigned programs.
Controls and monitors the development of all program data, ensuring that
schedule and budget constraints are adhered to.
Reviews and audits all data prepared for adequacy, accuracy, and
compliance with contractual data requirements list and specification
requirements prior to submission to the customer.
Serves as the focal point for all data-related questions, supports customer-
required in-process reviews, and transmits contractual data items per
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schedule requirements.

Avendra | Rockville, MD
Senior Business Analyst
06/2018 - 06/2019

Developed understanding of customer workflows to deliver precise
recommendations for challenging problems.
Kept track of simultaneous project milestones using tactical approaches,
established practices and strategic plans focused on production, schedule
and budget objectives.
Determined opportunities to improve workflow by adding and modifying
processes, revamping use cases for each initiative and creating new
components for each functional area.
Developed organizational change management strategies adopted by key
stakeholders and evangelized across departments.
Identified key growth and contribution opportunities for business.
Managed completion of planned audits, reviewed records and procedures
for accuracy to accomplish objectives and appraised policies and plans
under audit review.

Aerotek | Hanover, MD
Business Analyst
05/2016 - 05/2018

Managed projects and served as primary liaison between client and
multiple internal groups to clarify goals and meet standards and deadlines
with a 3.5M dollar budget
Manipulated data using pivot tables, pivot charts and macros in Excel
Conducted root cause analyses to formulate countermeasures to business
missteps and improve operations for multiple client accounts
Pinpointed inefficiencies in business processes and recommended
improved policies.
Reconciled and reported record discrepancies to prepare for annual audit.
Analyzed costs, pricing, variable contributions, sales results and company's
actual performance compared to business plans.

University of Maryland | Baltimore, MD
Bachelor of Science in Health Administration & Public Policy
05/2016

Certified Scrum Master (CSM)
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